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As I See It:  
Art and the Personal Essay 

 René Magritte’s signature painting “The Treachery of  Images” presents a curved tobacco pipe with 

the inscription “Ceci n’est pas une pipe,” which translates as “This is not a pipe.” Wonderfully witty, 

the painting acts like a riddle, tricking us into realizing that no piece of  art should be equated with 

what it depicts. This simulacrum of  a pipe is simultaneously less real than an actual pipe and more real. 

Giant and bold, utterly dominant against its taupe background, it seems to be all pipes rolled into one, 

freighted with their collective symbolism.  And how delightful that Magritte allows words into the 

picture. With one simple sentence he shows that, when it comes to visual art, writing is not out of  

bounds.   

 Of  course the reverse is true, too. Art can play a significant role in writing, as with ekphrastic 

poems that explore visual subjects—for instance, Auden’s “Musée des Beaux Arts” or Frank O’Hara’s 

“Why I Am Not a Painter.” And there are craft lessons to be learned too, especially for essayists, since 

they, like most visual artists, have had to work under the sign of  the real. When Magritte painted his 

iconic pipe, he was reacting to millennia of  viewing assumptions, such as the inclination to view a 

marble bust or a still-life as a factual replica. The nonfiction writer deals with that same tendency to 

confuse the essay with its purported subject. Fiction writers are given leeway to imagine, and poets get 

a dispensation unless writing confessional poems, but essayists must write against the grain of  popular 

thinking, breaking the ‘equal sign’ that readers tend to place between each essay and what it supposedly 

portrays. Because they are often seen as factual recorders, their perceptive and imaginative abilities are 

underappreciated. 
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No Two Visions Are Alike 

To look at two painted portraits of  the same subject is instructive simply because visual images are 

quickly encountered; the viewer sees the difference immediately.  For instance, take a glance at the 

portrait of  Richard Nixon completed by Norman Rockwell for the 1969 edition of  Look magazine, 

then switch to a 1972 screen print by Andy Warhol, used by the Democratic Party as a fundraiser for 

Nixon’s election opponent.  

 One Nixon is a sincere, “naturalistic” fellow, presented in warm brown against a neutral gray. 

He is smiling sweetly with a finely wrinkled, weathered face. A man of  character and kindness. The 

other Nixon is a leering devil with unnatural blue-green skin, smeared yellow lips, and burning eyes. 

He wears a violet jacket and glares at us from a hot mustard background—a man of  jarring contrast, 

not to be trusted. “Vote McGovern,” Warhol has added, just in case we don’t “get it.”  

 The point is not which of  these two artists is telling the truth. Both are biased in some sense. 

However, such “distortion” is an inescapable reality of  making art. It is even to be celebrated. Since 

creativity comes from a personal perspective, it is always biased. In fact, we are as interested in the 

perception of  the artist as the subject. We want to see through that person’s eyes and to enjoy what we 

had not noticed before.  

 Contemporary essayist Patricia Hampl insists that the true engine of  a personal narrative is 

“consciousness, not experience.” In other words, she wants us to realize that we are in love with the 

essayist’s way of  seeing, not just her knowledge of  a subject! She is saying that we are drawn to a 

unique perception or, to put it in a literary idiom, a voice. In truth, as readers of  creative nonfiction we 

are after style as much as subject. We search for the stamp of  the personal—what Germans artists 

used to describe as a distinctive manner or mode—and we respond to it as we feel it transforming our 
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experience. Judge for yourself. Here are two “nonfiction” authors looking at the same subject—the 

Mexican male—and though they are each skewing our understanding, are they not also drawing us in?  

1. “Strange crossroad towns . . . rolled by, with shawled Indians watching us from under 

hatbrims and rebozos. Life was dense, dark, ancient. They watched Dean, serious and 

insane at his raving wheel, with eyes of  hawks. All had their hands outstretched. They had 

come down from the back mountains and higher places to hold forth their hands for 

something they thought civilization could offer, and they never dreamed the sadness and 

the poor broken delusion of  it. They didn’t know that a bomb had come that could crack 

all our bridges and roads and reduce them to jumbles, and we would be as poor as they 

someday, and stretching out our hands in the same, same way.” 

2. “The Mexican, whether young or old, criollo or mestizo, general or laborer or lawyer, seems 

to me to be a person who shuts himself  away to protect himself: his face is a mask and so 

is his smile. In his harsh solitude, which is both barbed and courteous, everything serves 

him as a defense: silence and words, politeness and disdain, irony and resignation. He is 

jealous of  his own privacy and that of  others, and he is afraid even to glance at his 

neighbor, because a mere glance can trigger the rage of  these electrically charged spirits.”  

The first voice, as you might have guessed, is that of  Jack Kerouac, who writes with a characteristic 

“flow”—as if  every breathless observation is vital and must follow, immediately, uncensored, on the 

heels of  what preceded it. The second voice is that of  Octavio Paz, who writes in a more measured, 

balanced fashion. Unlike Kerouac, who brings “First World” biases to Mexico, placing his foreign 

assumptions onto people, Paz is an insider who knows his subject intimately. Yet one might argue that 

he, also, cannot escape the natural tendency to project himself  onto his subject, still an outsider of  

sorts, who superimposes a personal temperament. See how Paz speaks in a carefully parsed fashion 

that feels almost as courteous and barbed as the Mexican male he is describing. His is a very different 
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voice than Kerouac’s, yet we are drawn to it just as we are to Kerouac’s. And why? Because of  that 

unique perceptive consciousness. 

What You Imagine is Fair Game 

In his 1928 painting “Attempting the Impossible,” Magritte depicts a male artist in a suit and tie 

painting a life-size nude onto thin air, brushing her skin to life in the closed space of  a room. In this 

way Magritte suggests the possibility that one’s internal life—ideas and emotions—are as real as the 

objective, physical realm. He suggests that what the artist imagines is as valid as what the artist records.   

 Certainly, the same can be said for the nonfiction essayist. In fact, we have benefited from a 

similar freedom of  mind since the genre took root, including long-gone essayists like Jonathan Swift, 

whose 1729 satirical essay “A Modest Proposal” is a wonderful example of  a nonfiction writer 

allowing himself  to imagine freely. While living in 18th century Ireland (and serving as the dean of  St. 

Patrick’s Cathedral in Dublin), Swift assumed the posture of  a commercial entrepreneur and 

speculated about the growing herd of  Irish children being birthed and orphaned. He allowed himself  

to think the unthinkable—what if  we treated them as a money-making product, slaughtering them for 

veal or supple leather? And in this disturbing fashion, he forced English readers to realize the systemic 

cruelty of  imperialism. 

 My point is that Swift trusted his mind. What he was thinking was nonfiction too. For that 

matter, any thought that you are thinking in response to him or in response to what I am now writing, 

that’s nonfiction, qualifying as an actual occurrence in your life, which means it would not be off  limits 

if  you were writing this essay instead of  me.  

 The story of  the mind—as the essayist Patricia Foster stresses—this is just as important as 

the story of  the body. The mind is the seat of  imagination. It is where the “creative” element enters 

“creative nonfiction.” It is where invention becomes a valid, enlivening part of  the personal essay.  
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And for me, Virginia Woolf  stands out as a particularly brilliant practitioner when it comes to that 

internal story.  

 Often in her prose, Woolf  allows her imagination to take over from “reality.” For example, in 

her masterful 1930 essay “Street Haunting,” she describes how we might be drawn one evening to 

some random item in an antique jeweler’s shop; then she allows herself  to be carried off  by a line of  

thought that naturally emerges:  

Let us choose those pearls, for example, and then imagine how, if  we put them on, life 

would be changed. It becomes instantly between two and three in the morning; the 

lamps are burning very white in the deserted streets of  Mayfair. Only motor-cars are 

abroad at this hour, and one has a sense of  emptiness, of  airiness, of  secluded gaiety. 

Wearing pearls, wearing silk, one steps out on to a balcony which overlooks the 

gardens of  sleeping Mayfair. There are a few lights in the bedrooms of  great peers 

returned from Court. Of  silk-stockinged footmen, of  dowagers who have pressed the 

hands of  statesmen. A cat creeps along the garden wall. Love-making is going on 

sibilantly seductively in the darker places of  the room behind thick green curtains. . . . 

But what could be more absurd? It is, in fact, on the stroke of  six; it is a winter’s 

evening; we are walking to the Strand to buy a pencil. How, then, are we also on a 

balcony, wearing pearls in June?  

Woolf, who is remarkably attuned to her own mind, allows it into her essay just as Magritte, her 

contemporary, allowed his mind into his painting, imagining the nude woman into being. Both 

demonstrate the validity of  not only conscious thought but subconscious, inviting the dream, the 

reverie, the flight of  fancy. And, in this fashion, they pave the way for other artists and writers who are 

continuing, today, to push back against the supposed limits of  nonfiction. 
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Sometimes Tone Trumps Idea 

We began with Magritte’s not-really-a-pipe, so we come back around to it. By disassociating art from 

its subject and saying that the painted image is not the thing itself, Magritte helped to open the door 

for artists, many of  them his contemporaries, who discarded the subject altogether—at least in the 

traditional representational sense that had been der rigueur for western artists over two millennia. New 

painters felt free to express themselves in less of  a “nonfiction” fashion: Kandinsky with his colorful 

compositions based on music, Jackson Pollock with his thickly-layered drip paintings, Franz Kline with 

his gestural slashes of  black.  

 In 1929, which is the same year Magritte painted his giant image of  a pipe, Arthur Dove made 

a much-less-representational experiment, contributing to the growing movement of  abstract 

expressionism. Dove, while living on a boat next to Long Island, had decided that he wanted to paint 

foghorn sounds right onto a misty wet atmosphere. He listened and captured the deep musical tones. 

He conjured up the soupy sky that called for the horns. And he said later that he simply wanted to 

create a “sequence of  formations rather than to form an arrangement of  facts.” Titled “Foghorns,” 

the piece offers gray undulating stripes, suggestive of  waves, and several wonky purple discs of  sound 

that get darker in concentric circles right down to their black core—like huge blossoms or trumpet 

bells hovering in the air.  

 What is to keep the essayist from doing the same, going for a certain tone rather than factual 

accuracy? Certainly, the lyric essay has emerged in the last decade as a sub-genre that explores this 

tonal approach, and one of  its champions is Lia Purpura. In a clever piece that describes the brooding 

sky of  a storm descending on the New Jersey boardwalk, Purpura resists the strong pull of  a cliché—

gunmetal black—going as far as to quote a gunsmith who had told her he could give her almost any 

metal coating she would like. Intrigued, she writes: 
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Almost anything I would like . . . As, too, this sky is variously compounded, concussive, 

concupiscent, and oh could be layered with names transfinitely: it’s the rivery color a 

silver spoon turns when held in a flame. It’s the color of  a well-used plumber’s wrench. 

A perfectly battered railroad tie. I try on: A burnt-spoon sky. Below a sky where we sat 

down, under wrench-colored clouds. Before the sky opened and a rain as hard as 

railroad ties fell. . . . It’s the color of  a cataract (which very like “promontory” is not 

much in use, ever-nailed as both are to the nineteenth century, provenance of  the Lake 

District poets).  It’s a kinked intestine-gone-bloodless-pale sky. Translucent, 

unfeathered, fallen-chick silver. Powdered zinc. Stripped olive pit. Dirty-kid water in a 

porcelain tub.  Colloidal and swirly as milk in tea.   

Here, we revel in the language itself, in the tone, in the stormy effect of  the words layered up and 

thrown at us, wet and dark and swirling. We stand in the middle of  the maelstrom, full of  semantic 

delight. And that is all we need. When reading some pieces of  creative nonfiction, an evocative 

linguistic experience is enough. 

  


